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Abstract: This research explores the hydrodynamic processes within the flow section of a low-flow thermopressor as 

a jet-type heat exchanger that utilizes the instantaneous evaporation of highly dispersed liquid in accelerated 

superheated gas flow resulting in reducing gas temperature with minimum resistance losses in contrast to 

conventional surface heat exchanger.  The efficiency of thermopressor, as a contact heat exchanger, is highly 

dependent on the design of the flow section and the water injection nozzle. Geometric characteristics 

perform a crucial role in shaping gas-dynamic processes along the length of the thermopressor's flow section, 

influenced by resistance losses and local resistance in the tapering and expanding channel segments. 

Therefore, the optimum thermopressor design has to ensure minimize pressure losses. Using Computational 

Fluid Dynamics (CFD), the prototype thermopressor models were simulated and the results were compared 

with experimental data. The empirical equations for local resistance coefficients of thermopressor diffuser 

and confuser were received to evaluate the impact of various design parameters. The obtained local 

resistance coefficients for the confuser ranged from 0.02 to 0.08 and for the diffuser – from 0.08 to 0.32. 

The practical recommendations on geometric and operating parameters and characteristics for enhancing the 

efficiency of hydrodynamic processes in thermopressor flow part were given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The application of a two-phase jet apparatus, particularly the thermopressor, is a promising method for 

cooling the working fluid in power plants based on gas turbines and internal combustion engines. One 

of the promising research areas in modern jet technologies pertains to the study of gas-dynamic 

processes in thermopressors. A thermopressor is a jet-type contact heat exchanger desired for efficient 

cooling gas even with small pressure increase achieved through the instantaneous evaporation of highly 

dispersed liquid injected into accelerated gas flow with minimum surface friction. The design factors 

significantly influence the working processes of the thermopressor. 

The thermopressor effectiveness depends on the total pressure losses due to the following factors: 

Surface and internal friction of the air, aerodynamic resistance of the injection system, resistance of the 

injected liquid, processes of heat and mass transfer. Such losses can be quite significant and amount to 

10–40%, depending on the design features of the apparatus flow part. Therefore, the development of 

designing methodology is aimed to determine the geometry of the thermopressor flow part to provide 

efficient hydrodynamic processes with minimum pressure losses ensuring their effective 

implementation into power plant work processes. Consequently, it is important to develop the 

methodology for precise calculating the pressure losses including the diffuser and confuser resistance. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A general way to increase the efficiency of power plants is to utilize the exhaust heat [1–3] and cool the 

working fluid [4] to provide favorable conditions for their efficient operation by application of waste 

heat recovery chillers [5,6] or electrically driven vapor compression refrigeration machines as in air 

conditioning system [7,8]. The air is a general working fluid in the majority of the power plants based 

on combustion engines, in particular, gas turbines [9,10], internal combustion engines [11,12], as well 

as in air conditioning systems as subsystems which provide processing (cooling) engine intake air or as 

autonomous systems in stationary [13–15] and transport application [16,17]. The various types of heat 

exchangers and feeding circuits are used for cooling air [18–20]. Combustion engines (gas turbines and 

internal combustion engines) are widely applied in power plants as primary driving engines [21–23] for 

power and heat generation (cogeneration plants) as well as gas engines [24,25] in combined cooling, 

heat and power plants [26,27] or integrated energy plants [28–30]. They found a wide application in 

stationary and transport energy plants. Fuel efficiency of gas turbines [31,32], diesel engines, and gas 

engines [33,34] decrease with increasing air temperature at the inlet [35,36].  

A promising method for cooling the working fluid is to use a two-phase jet apparatus – a thermopressor 

[37,38]. In the thermopressor working (evaporation) chamber, the thermogasdynamic compression 

effect takes place, which consists of the following. When a highly dispersed liquid is injected into a gas 

(air) flow moving at a transonic velocity, instantaneous evaporation occurs with a simultaneous increase 

in the flow total pressure [39]. To ensure the highly efficient operation of the thermopressor, it is 

necessary to determine the technological requirements for the flow part design and the water-injected 

method in the apparatus. A significant influence on the working processes in the thermopressor is 

exerted by design factors. Energy is expended to compensate for losses associated with friction and to 

overcome local resistances of the confuser and diffuser sections of the flow path. Pressure losses due to 

aerodynamic resistance in the thermopressor flow part are determined by the local resistance 

coefficients: confuser (nozzle) – ζc; evaporation chamber – ζch; diffuser – ζd. 

Fowle and others have investigated the thermopressor operation that was installed for cooling the gas 

turbine exhaust gases [40]. An experimental jet apparatus had the following characteristics: the length 
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was 7.5 m, flow velocity was 31 m/s, gas mass flow was up to 11.5 kg/s. The pressure losses through 

local and hydraulic resistance in different parts of the thermopressor were obtained, the total pressure 

resistance without water injection reached 14 %. 

Additionally, it was shown that the positive effect gained due to thermo-gas-dynamic compression in 

the thermopressor is greater, and the friction loss is smaller. Losses due to friction according to the 

classical method of calculation are up to 5–8 % [41,42]. Therefore, a substantial portion of present 

research is dedicated to the development of a methodology for calculating pressure losses, affected by 

design parameters, with specific attention to the resistance of the thermopressor confuser and diffuser. 

Thus, a primary objective is to optimize the design of the thermopressor's flow section to maximize 

efficiency in gas-dynamic processes through minimizing pressure losses. 

 

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The general and principal advantage of a thermopressor as a contact heat exchanger compared to surface 

heat apparatus is the minimum surface friction due to instantaneous evaporation of highly dispersed 

liquid in accelerated superheated gas flow inside shortened mixing evaporative chamber. However, this 

effect leads to minimum pressure losses and, furthermore, to small pressure increment in the 

thermopressor as the whole when rational geometric parameters of the whole flow part and, first of all, 

the confuser and diffuser provide minimum local resistance. Therefore, their rational designing needs 

experimentally verified correlation for determining the local resistance coefficients of confuser and 

diffuser and justified characteristics on the influence of geometric parameters, including the angles of 

tapering and expanding flow parts, on pressure losses to define their rational values. 

Issuing from the problem mentioned above, the research methodology involves the analysis of 

hydrodynamic processes in the flow part of thermopressor by using CFD simulation software, ANSYS 

Fluent. In addition, the experimental data is also considered to explore the impact of geometric 

parameters and flow characteristics on local resistance of the confuser and diffuser focused to optimize 

thermopressor design parameters providing minimum pressure losses and effective their implementation 

in the processes of intercooling air in gas turbines and charge air cooling in internal combustion engines. 

A hydrodynamic analysis of thermopressor models was performed by using CFD simulation software 

ANSYS Fluent [42–44] to determine design parameters at various air Mach numbers. 

The experimental thermopressor was developed to study the hydrodynamic processes in thermopressor 

flow part to determine the rational geometrical and regime parameters providing minimum pressure 

losses in operation conditions, corresponding to the cycle air parameters of gas turbines and charge air 

of internal combustion engines. 

 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

A hydrodynamic analysis of typical models was carried out by using CFD simulation software ANSYS 

Fluent [42–44] to determine design parameters of the thermopressor (Fig. 1) at various air mass flow 

(M = 0.4–0.8). 

The experimental thermopressor was developed to study the working processes in order to determine 

the rational geometrical and regime parameters. The initial parameters were following: pressure Ptp1 and 

temperature Ttp1, corresponding to the cycle air parameters of gas turbines and charge air of internal 

combustion engines. 
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Figure 1. 3D thermopressor model. 

The hydrodynamic processes numerical modeling is implemented in the ANSYS Fluent. In this case, 

the finite volume method was applied [45]. A calculation method was defined based on the Pressure-

Based solvers, a turbulence model k-ε Realizable was used (this model is recommended for 

axisymmetric flows in jet devices) [46,47], and simulation results are processed and visualized with use 

of the appropriate functionality. The calculation of the airflow parameters (total pressure, dynamic 

pressure, velocity, temperature, turbulent kinetic energy, etc.) in the thermopressor was performed for 

several confuser and diffuser taper angles, as well as for several relative air velocity values in the 

evaporation chamber M = 0.4–0.8.  

To determine the local resistance coefficients for the diffuser and confuser, classical methods of fluid 

flow mechanics [48,49] were used. The airflow was modeled as a stable, compressible, turbulent, and 

continuous flow. The turbulent flow model is based on a system of differential equations for the 

conservation of mass, momentum, and energy in the Eulerian formulation [50,51]. When modeling 

droplet trajectories, each individual droplet was tracked independently in the airflow by integrating the 

equations of motion, considering the influence of air resistance and gravity. The impact of turbulence 

on the droplets is investigated by computing the instantaneous air velocities in time-averaged Navier-

Stokes equations [52,53] using a stochastic velocity model as part of the particle tracking model [54–

58]. Additionally, the two-way coupling regime considered the influence of droplets on the airflow. 

To check the adequacy of the obtained analytical dependencies for the local resistance coefficients, the 

experimental data were used [42]. 

It is suggested to use a thermopressor with an evaporator chamber diameter Dch = 25 mm and an air flow 

rate through it of Ga = 0.29 kg/s (Table 1). The conicity angles of the converging nozzle (αc = 30°) and 

the diverging nozzle (βd = 5°) were chosen with the aim of minimizing losses to overcome frictional 

forces and local resistances in the narrowing-expanding sections of the device. 

Table 1. Main geometric characteristics of the flow part of the thermopressor. 
Parameter Value 

Length Ltp 387 

Confusor (nozzle) 

Input diameter Dc1, mm 65 

Output diameter Dc2, mm 25 

The corner of the confusor αc, ° 30 

The length Lc, мм (при αc = 30 °) 34 

Diffuser 

Input diameter Dd1, mm 25 

Output diameter Dd2, mm 65 

The corner of the diffuser βd, ° 5 

Length Ld, мм (при βd = 5 °) 228 

Evaporation chamber (working chamber) at (L/D) = 5 

Diameter Dch, mm 25 

Length Lch, mm 125 
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To ensure fine and uniform liquid dispersion in the thermopressor, a fine spray nozzle type can be 

employed. For such nozzles, the water dispersion at pressures above 3.5 MPa is in the range of δd = 20–

30 μm. The nozzle placement should ensure an even distribution of droplets across the evaporator 

chamber's cross-section. In modelling the thermopressor, an assumption is made regarding droplet 

dispersion (spherical shape, droplet diameter of 3–30 μm) and the uniformity of their injection into the 

airflow. Thus, water spraying occurs at the beginning of the evaporator chamber, considering the even 

distribution of droplets across the chamber's cross-section (Fig. 2). 

 
Figure 2. Calculated geometric model of the thermopressor. 

The inlet and outlet sections of the geometric model are extended to eliminate the influence of edge 

effects in the computational model. The computational mesh (Fig. 3) is a hybrid mesh, with its primary 

elements constructed using an Automatic Method, and the mesh elements are tetrahedral. The boundary 

layer is constructed using Inflation, with prism elements, and wall layers specified in a quantity of 11 

units. 

 
Figure 3. Calculation mesh for hydrodynamic modelling of the thermopressor. 

The size of each mesh cell must be rational for effective computation and result consistency. Initially, a 

reliable solution was obtained for the continuous phase (without water injection), with a maximum size 

specified for each cell not exceeding 3 mm. The airflow at the inlet of the thermopressor is modelled 

with initial parameters of pressure, temperature, and relative humidity corresponding to the compressed 

air parameters after the first stage of the gas turbine compressor (Table 2).  
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Table 2. Technical characteristics of the experimental thermopressor model. 
Parameter Value 

Air pressure at the inlet Ptp1·103, Pa 301.3 

Air temperature at the outlet Ttp1, К 473 

Air speed at the outlet to the thermocompressor wa1, m/s 40; 55 

Mach number at the outlet to the mixing chamber М 0.45; 0.77 

The relative velocity of the injected water (ww/wa1) 0.33 

The temperature of the water being injected Tw1, К 300 

Mass flow of air Ga, kg/s 0.2–0.4 

Relative mass flow rate of injected water gw, % 5–11 

The minimum diameter of sprayed water drops δdmin, µm 3 

Maximum diameter of sprayed water drops δdmax, µm 30 

Water droplets (discrete phase) are assumed to have a uniform spherical shape. Collisions and 

coalescence of droplets were not considered in the modelling due to the moderate concentration of water 

in the airflow (up to 11%) and the sufficiently rapid evaporation process. Droplet injection was 

conducted in the same direction as the flow, and the distribution of droplets in the injection plane was 

uniform. After colliding with the walls of the thermopressor, droplets reflect and continue moving in the 

airflow. 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

According to the results of computer CFD modeling, the value of local resistance coefficients for the 

diffuser (divergent angle β = 6°; 8°; 10°; 12°) and confuser (convergent angle α = 30°; 35°; 40°; 45°; 

50°) were determined. The initial parameters at the confuser inlet were following inlet pressure 

Рtp1 = 3∙105 Pa; temperature Тtp1 = 453 К, air velocity wair1 = 35 m/s. It should be noted that the nature 

of the change in velocity along the length of the thermopressor flow part was fairly uniform. 

Basically, the local resistance coefficients, both for the confuser ζc and diffuser ζd, practically do not 

change at different velocity values М = 0.4–0.8 and Reynolds number Re. At the same time, the local 

resistance coefficient for confuser was – ζc = 0.02–0.08 (lower values correspond to the convergent 

angle α = 30 °). The influence of the diffuser resistance is more significant – ζd = 0.08–0.32 (lower 

values correspond to the divergent angle β = 6°). The absence of the Reynolds and Mach numbers 

influence on the local resistance coefficients indicates that there is a self-similar flow regime in the 

confuser and diffuser, which says that the coefficient of local resistance depends only on the flow 

channel geometry (convergent and divergent angle, expansion nd and contraction nc ratio) of the of the 

thermopressor. 

The local resistance coefficient of the confuser ζc has been determined by following equation (the 

method of approximation depending on the geometric parameters was chosen): 

   4

c c c= sinα 0.3287sinα - 0.2421 + n 7 10 n -0.0063 + 0.ζ 0858  (1) 

This equation (regression coefficient – R = 0.9857; R2 = 0.9715) has been obtained for the following 

flow characteristics of the confuser: Reynolds number was 1.2 · 105 < Re < 3.4 · 105; convergent angle 

α = 30°–50°; Mach number M = 0.4–0.8; contraction ratio nc = 5.6 – 8.5. 

The deviation of the calculated values of the coefficient ζc from those obtained during numerical CFD 

modelling ζe.c is c = (ζe.c / ζc)·100% = ± 7 % (Fig. 4). 
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Figure 4. Comparison of the obtained local resistance coefficient for the confuser (ζc) with experimental data (ζe.c). 

Determining the local resistance coefficient of the diffuser ζd is more difficult task due to the influence 

of interconnected geometric and operating parameters, the nature of the flow velocity field, and the 

boundary layer separation phenomenon. It must be pointed that the occurrence of the boundary layer 

separation takes place in almost all operation modes of the thermopressor. Thus, the supplementary 

disturbance of the air stream happens within the boundary layer in the diffuser at Mach number М  above 

0.4. This leads to the reverse air flow in the near-wall region that is caused by rising the flow tubulisation 

when the divergent angle of diffuser β is higher than 12° (Fig. 5). As a result, a flow separation occurs 

in the boundary layer, which, in turn, leads to a sharp increase in the local resistance coefficient ζd. 

The local resistance coefficient of the diffuser ζd is determined by the following equation (the method 

of approximation depending on the geometric parameters was chosen): 

   -4

d d d= sinβ 0.428 + 6.4174sinβ + n 0.0142 - 7 10 n - 0.ζ 0794  (2) 

This equation (regression coefficient – R = 0.9828; R2 = 0.9659) has been obtained for the following 

flow characteristics of the diffuser: Reynolds number was 1.2 · 105 < Re < 3.4 · 105; divergent angle β 

= 4–12 o; Mach number М = 0.4–0.8; expansion ratio nd = 4.4–8.7. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Turbulent kinetic energy field distribution in the thermopressor flow part: at the diffuser divergent angle 

β = 6° (a) β = 12° (b) and Mach number M = 0.8 

It should be noted that according to Fig. 4, the deviation of the calculated values of the coefficient ζc 

from those obtained during numerical CFD modelling ζe.c is d = (ζe.c / ζc) 100% =  ± 10%. 
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In addition, the similar comparison of the author theoretical values with the experimental results [42] 

were performed. As Fig. 7 shows, within the values of divergent angles β from 4° to 12° the diffuser 

local resistance coefficients calculated are within the acceptable error level of about 20%. At β = ≥ 12° 

(flow separation is present), the calculated values significantly exceed the experimental ones. 

Analysis of the calculated data shows that the total pressure loss in a “dry” thermopressor (without liquid 
injection for evaporation) was ΔPloss = 0.05–1.00·105 Pa (2–31%) at a fixed confuser convergent angle 
α = 40° and variable diffuser divergent angles β = 4–12 °. The total pressure loss was ΔPloss = 0.05–
0.40·105 Pa (1–12%) at a fixed diffuser divergent angle β = 6 ° and variable confuser convergent angles 
α = 30–50°. In this case, it is possible to recommend angles for the thermopressor flow parts (at the air 
mass flow Gair is up to 1 kg/s): confuser convergent angle α = 30° and diffuser divergent angle β = 4°, 
which correspond to the minimum pressure losses ΔPloss = 1.0–9.5 %. 

 
Figure 6. Comparison of the obtained local resistance coefficient for the diffuser (ζd) with experimental data (ζe.d) 

 

 
Figure 7. Comparison of the obtained local resistance coefficient for the diffuser (ζd) with the calculated ones 

depending on the divergent angle β: The calculated curve (dashed line) and experimental curve (full line) [42]. 

The Eqs. (1) and (2) might be applied for calculations of local resistance coefficient of the confuser and 

diffuser for similar hydrodynamic conditions of thermopressor operation. The confuser convergent 

angle α = 30 °and diffuser divergent angle β = 4 ° (at the air mass flow up to 1 kg/s), which provide the 

minimum pressure losses ΔPloss = 1.0 – 9.5%, is recommended for designing thermopressors. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

The research methodology involves the analysis of hydrodynamic processes in flow part of 

thermopressor by using CFD simulation software, ANSYS Fluent, and the experimental data to 

investigate the impact of geometric parameters and flow characteristics on local resistance of the 

confuser and diffuser to optimize thermopressor design parameters providing minimum pressure losses. 

The equations for local resistance coefficients of confuser and diffuser, taking into account the Reynolds 

and Mach numbers and geometric angles, are received. 

Determination of the main air flow parameters has been carried out for different channel geometry. The 

empirical equations for the local resistance coefficients of the confuser ζc and diffuser ζd of the 

thermopressor (at the air mass flow Gair up to 1 kg/s), taking into account the Reynolds and Mach 

numbers and geometric angles, have been determined. The equations have been obtained for the 

following flow characteristics: Reynolds number within 1.2·105 < Re < 3.4·105; divergent angle β = 4–

12 o; convergent angle α = 30°–50°; Mach number M = 0.4–0.8; contraction ratio nc = 5.6–8.5; 

expansion ratio nd = 4.4–8.7. 

The local resistance coefficients, determined by using computer CFD modeling, can be applied in 

designing practice: local resistance coefficients for confuser ζc = 0.02–0.08 and diffuser ζd = 0.08 – 0.32. 

The angles for tapering and expanding flow parts, which provide their minimum pressure losses from 

1.0 to 9.5 %, were recommended to enable efficient operation of thermopressor as contact heat 

exhangers. 

The findings contribute to optimizing the thermopressors design to ensure their efficient application for 

intercooling air in gas turbines and charge air in internal combustion engines to enhance power output 

and fuel efficiency. 
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